
Sassoon is treated kindly by Rivers, “one of the nice things about 

serving tea” shows the kind acts and casual format of the meeting 

between the two. Rivers is trying to put Sassoon at ease “while I 

remember”, this relays a message to Sassoon that he is eager to 

hear. Sassoon after this point becomes cooperative with Rivers and 

the meeting becomes more productive, “We were rather concerned 

about you” shows compassion to Sassoon from Rivers and interest 

in Sassoon’s life in the war. Sassoon however is sceptical of the 

statement as he states “Don’t you know” this is because Sassoon is 

unsure of the process of the interview. Rivers tries to befriend 

Sassoon and gain his confidence to encourage Sassoon to open up 

and speak about his experiences.  

 

Rivers acknowledges “I’ve read the reports but I want to hear your 

version” giving Sassoon a voice in the situation. With this approach 

Rivers manages to get Sassoon to talk openly about  “Colonel 

Langdon … good at bombing.” To which Sassoon had replied “Yes, 

I am quite good at bombing”. Over the conversation it becomes 

clear that Rivers is trying to give Sassoon an outlet for his anger 

and views around the fighting. 

 

Sassoon admits to collecting “regimental badges” from corpses to 

identify fallen soldiers; they did this so the opposite side would not 

know what “regiment” was attacking.  

“I gather we’re not going to talk about nightmares?” this further 

shows the reluctants of Sassoon to address his issues to Rivers. 

“Sometimes a dream seems to go on after I've woken up” showing 

that Sassoon is struggling between fact and fiction. 

 

Sassoon believes that “I don’t think this level of slaughter is 

justified.” suggesting that to the reader he does not want to tell 

Rivers his hatred for war again. Rivers asks Sassoon “about your 

qualifications for saying that?” Rivers is now questioning Sassoon 

as he thinks Sassoon is becoming less willing to answer questions 

and Rivers needs to relax him again. “The war must stop” suggests 



that Sassoon is now fully showing his anti-war persona in this part 

of the extract giving Rivers more room to test Sassoon.  

 

“I think you were right to not say much to the medical board… 

“rigged”, what did you mean” Rivers asks this question to Sassoon 

to get to the bottom of why Sassoon thinks he was forced to go and 

meet with Rivers.  Sassoon says “I meant the decision to send me 

here, or somewhere… worse than this.” explaining to Rivers this 

shows more useful information about how Sassoon thinks, to 

Rivers.  

 

“Do you think I'm mad? '' shows that Sassoon believes himself that 

he is going insane and deserves to be locked away. Rivers believes 

otherwise “No, of course you're not mad” suggesting that Rivers 

does not agree with Sassoon and further showing interest in 

Sassoon. 

 

“You must have been in agony when you threw the medal away” 

further showing the reader that Sassoon is not bothered in war and 

wants to forget all about it and showing a more anti-war persona. 

“No agony is lying in a shell-hole with your legs blown off” showing 

the reader the horrors Sassoon has seen and creating a mental 

image. 

 

In conclusion I feel that Sassoon has seen horrors first hand of war 

and is struggling mentally with the images, this is showing him to be 

like a coward not wanting to go back. Rivers tries to convince him to 

open his mind to war again but does not succeed in this extract. 

Rivers treats Sassoon kindly and respectfully and the relationship 

alters “they look at each other and laughed.” 


